
Software Asset Management

Empyrean is more than just making sure you have sufficient licences to cover the software you 
own; it’s about managing risk up front and reducing your capital expenditure on software.

Managing risk
Empyrean, our Software Asset Management solution, is the 
process of identifying your software licensing position and 
matching it with what software assets you have, enabling you 
to optimise licences and reduce your spend.

The challenge
Software vendors including Microsoft, Adobe, SAP and Oracle 
have the right to audit a firm’s usage in order to calculate and 
invoice current and implied retrospective license shortfalls.

Many businesses have attempted to implement a Software 
Asset Management solution, without success. A discovery 
tool is not sufficient to give you the information you need.

Only few have level of discovery technology and resource 
allocated to identifying software usage across the firm to 
reliably assess and confirm they are licensed sufficiently or 
optimally across their entire software estate.

This leaves you exposed to a material level of audit risk – often 
millions of pounds – and in turn places growing pressure on 
C-level execs to ensure their house is in order. 

In addition to the risk of audit, IT budgets for existing and 
future licensing requirements cannot be built against an 
unclear picture of current usage.

Acquisitions, growth strategies and ROI models are inherently 
flawed to some level of inaccuracy when it comes to IT 
licensing commitment, obligation and exposure.

The key to successful Software Asset Management is good 
base data from a number of sources, combined with vendor 
intelligence and expertise.

The solution
SCC delivers a full Software Asset Management solution, 
Empyrean.

Unlike a tool or a report, Empyrean is an all-encompassing 
offering designed to cover all vendors and flex to your 
individual software requirements.

Dealing with auditors and vendors can be confusing and 
time consuming. Using Empyrean, SCC takes over that 
responsibility, working with the necessary contacts on your 
behalf, controlling the flow of information to the vendor and 
negotiating around the resulting output.

We replicate vendors’ own methodology, understand 
limitations and maximise the benefit in your interest.

Empyrean ensures you benefit from leading skill sets around 
licensing and product knowledge to drive maximum value. We 
advise on compliancy, recommend cost savings, and offer a 
full renewal managed service.
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Software Audit
Empyrean’s base level service evaluates and reports on your 
Effective License Position (ELP) across your software estate 
on a quarterly basis, confirming compliance by reconciling 
instance-based data to establish over- or under-licensing.

The ELP reporting enables clear, accurate decision-making 
regarding software licensing and strategy, and is the 
fundamental first step in our Software Asset Management 
program.

The service includes validation, evaluation, reconciliation, 
calculation and delivery of your pre-built suite of reports that 
will then be available via a dedicated online web portal.

Audit Defence
Empyrean’s Audit Defence service is specifically designed 
to ensure that you achieve the best possible outcome when 
under audit or review.

We undertake full management of the end-to-end process, 
providing expert consultants either from the vendors 
themselves or their appointed auditors.

All data gathering and processing mimics the vendor 
approach so we know what they will find and target before 
any data is given to them.

This gives us time with you to ensure appropriate risk 
mitigation strategy can implemented.

Empyrean is able to highlight mistakes that vendors and their 
auditors routinely make, ensuring you remain on the front 
foot throughout the entire process and facilitating a sensible 
commercial outcome at the appropriate point.

Key software vendors that Empyrean’s Audit Defence service 
covers, but is not limited to, include:

•	 Oracle

•	 IBM

•	 Microsoft

•	 SAP

•	 Adobe

•	 VMware

•	 SAS

•	 Dell

•	 Symantec

•	 HP

•	 Attachmate

•	 EMC

Key benefits
In addition to risk identification, cost-savings, efficiency, 
productivity and compliance benefits, Empyrean provides:

Technology rationalisation – By establishing an overall view 
of your software estate, we can advise where you may already 
have access to desirable technologies.

Vendor consolidation – Achieved by being in a better 
negotiating position, which results in easier management.

Independence – With a customer base of over 2 million 
devices, there is no conflict of interest.


